ORDER NO.
ENTERED

APR

3 0 2015

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON
UM 1622
In the Matter of
ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON,

ORDER

Request for Approval of Exceptions to Cost
Effectiveness Guidelines.

DISPOSITION:

STAFF'S RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED WITH
MODIFICATIONS

This order memorializes our decision, made and effective at the public meeting on
April 28, 2015, to adopt Staffs recommendation with one modification. In addition to
Staffs recommendations, we also direct the Energy Trust of Oregon to continue to
provide energy efficiency programs to Salem customers of Northwest Natural Gas
Company until we have an opportunity to fully review the company's analysis of peak
demand in Salem. The Staff Report with its recommendations is attached as Appendix A.
Dated this

.3o+h.
day of April, 2015, at Salem, Oregon.

__

Susan K. Ackerman
Chair

/./

John Savage

!/�w
Stephen M. Bloom
Commissioner

A party may request reheariug or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A request for
rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days of the date of
service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in OAR 860-001-0720.
A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the proceedings as provided in
OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing a petition for review with the
Circuit Court for Marion County in compliance with ORS 183.484.
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ENERGY TRUST OF OREGON: (Docket No. UM 1622) Request approval
of incentive cap proposals submitted by Energy Trust developed to
address Commission guidelines issued in Order No. 14-332.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

The Oregon Public Utility Commission (PUC or Commission) should grant approval of
Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Inceptive Cap Concept 2 found in Appendix B
and as modified by Staff for all of Energy Trust of Oregon's (Energy Trust or ETO)
service territory. Further, Energy Trust should report back to Staff if the utility cost test
for the measures covered by the proposed Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and
Incentive Cap Concept 2 is in danger of falling below or has fallen below 1 .0 due to
adoption of these recommended concepts. Finally, to allow Energy Trust time to
institute the necessary program changes, Staff recommends that the Commission grant
a two month extension of the existing programs until July 1, 2015.
DISCUSSION:
Issue:

On August 2, 2012, the Energy Trust requested exceptions to the Commission's cost
effectiveness guidelines spelled out in Commission Order No. 94-590 in Docket UM 551
for certain gas energy efficiency measures. On October 18, 2012, the Commission
approved those exceptions in Order No. 12-394 for a time period of two years, until
October 18, 2014.
On November 12, 2012, the Energy Trust submitted a second request for exceptions to
the Commission's cost effectiveness guidelines for additional gas efficiency measures.
After review, Staff requested that Energy Trust withdraw its second request and Staff
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recommended the Commission grant Energy Trust an exception from the current cost
effectiveness guidelines for a// gas efficiency measures and programs starting
July 2, 2013, and ending October 18, 2014. In Order No. 13-256, the Commission
adopted Staff's recommendations outlined below:
1.

During the exception period between July 2, 2013, and October 18, 2014, the

Energy Trust should take active steps to make its gas programs as cost

effective as possible. Energy Trust should also develop a plan to modify or

eliminate measures that are: (a) clearly not cost effective now, (b) not/ikely
to be cost effective in the future, or (c) do not meet the exception criteria set
forth in Order No. 94-590.
2.

The Energy Trust should submit a report (Report) to Commission Staff by
July 1, 2014, and provide an analysis of their best estimate benefit to cost
ratios (BCRs) from a utility and societal perspective, for all measures and
programs where BCRs are close to or less than one. Energy Trust shall

indicate the projected achievable savings of each measure and program. For
measures and programs with societal benefit/cost ratios of Jess than one,
Energy Trust shall identify where measures and programs:
a. Produce significant non-quantifiable non-energy benefits
b. May lead to market transformation and reduced costs
c.

The measure is needed for consistency with other DSM programs in
the region

d. Keeping the measure helps to increase participation in a cost-effective
program
e.

The package of measures cannot be changed frequently, and the
measure will be cost-effective during the period the program is offered

f.
g.

The pilot or program is included in a pilot or research project
The measure is required by Jaw or is consistent with Commission policy
and/or direction

By July 1, 2014, Energy Trust should propose which programs and measures to
continue and which to discontinue and provide a rationale for doing so.

Staff indicated they would consider Energy Trust's proposal and parties' comments and
make a recommendation to the Commission to be considered at or before the first
public meeting in October 2014. The Commission would then make a determination
regarding gas efficiency cost effectiveness by October 18, 2014.
On September 30, 2014, the Commission granted cost effectiveness exceptions to a
series of measures found in Appendix A of Commission Order No. 14-332, entered on
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October 1, 201 4 , and corrected by Errata Order on October 3, 2014. Appendix A
attached to this memorandum contains a complete list of the measures for which
Energy Trust requested exceptions, with Staff's final recommendations which were
adopted by Order No. 14-332.
Order No. 14-332 also indicated that the Commission "is open to considering the idea of
an incentive cap proposal." In response to this opening, Clean Energy Works convened
a meeting of interested stakeholders. Energy Trust and others attended this meeting
and several interested stakeholder workgroup meetings that followed between
November 201 4 and January 2015. In addition, on January 14, 2015, the Commission
Staff hosted a stakeholder workshop to discuss incentive cap concepts.
On February 19,' 2015, in UM 1622 the Energy Trust filed two incentive cap concepts
which provide approaches to maintain support for floor and wall insulation. These
incentive cap concepts were the result of stakeholder collaboration. Incentive Cap
Concept 1 would continue these incentives for renters and moderate income
households. Incentive Cap Concept 2 would offer the incentives to all housing types,
not just renters and multifamily, when wall and/or floor insulation measures are installed
in combination with ceiling insulation. Energy Trust notes that each concept could be
implemented independently or in parallel. A copy of the incentive cap concepts
submitted by Energy Trust can be found in Appendix B.
Applicable Statutes, Rules and Orders:

Below is a summary of key statutes, rules, and orders applicable to this docket.
ORS 469.633 requires investor owned utilities (IOUs) to have an approved residential
energy conservation programs that a) makes available to all residential customers
information about energy conservation measures and available financing, and b)
provide within 60 days assistance and advice about ways to save energy, including an
energy audit.1
OAR 860-027-0310 defines conservation as any reduction in electric power or natural
gas consumption as the result of an increase in efficiency of energy use, production, or
distribution. It specifies that conservation also includes cost effective fuel switching.
Fuel switching is defined as substitution of one type of energy or fuel for another. In
OAR 860-027-0310 the definition of cost effective refers back to OAR 860-030-0010
where cost effectiveness is defined as relating to an energy conservation measure's
cost, life cycle, and the cost of alternative energy facilities. It also specifies that an
1 Electric utilities that satisfy their public purpose obligations under ORS 757.61 2 are not required to
perform energy audits. See also OAR 860-030-0000(1).
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energy utility's cost-effectiveness calculation should be consistent with the utility's most
recently acknowledged least-cost plan.
Below are excerpts from OAR 860-027-0310(2) where the Commission's policies for
evaluating programs proposed by energy utilities are contained.
•
Incentive:
o Acquisition of least-cost resources should be the energy utility's most
profitable course of action. An energy utility should have an incentive to
acquire all least cost resources, but it should not have an incentive to
pursue conservation past the point at which it is no longer cost-effective.
o The most important criterion for evaluating an incentive program is its
effect on the energy utility's resource acquisition strategy.
An energy utility should have the incentive to acquire any resource at the
o
minimum total cost.
•
Predictability:
o
Program impacts should be predictable to all participants.
OAR 860-030-0005, which implements ORS 469.631 to 469.645 requires energy
utilities to provide energy audits upon request by customers and states, in relevant part,
that the initial utility audit must be without charge.
ORS 469.865 and OAR 860-030-0050 concern audits of commercial buildings. The
energy utility is to have information available upon request about energy saving
operations and maintenance measures for commercial buildings. The utility must have
trained commercial building auditors available, capable of reviewing both simple and
complex building systems.
•

For buildings that use less than 4000 kWh of electricity or 200 therms of gas per
month, the audit is to be on-site, and evaluate conservation measures including,
but not limited to: operations and maintenance measures, simple automatic
control systems, envelope weatherization, infiltration controls, and lighting
system improvements.

•

For more energy-intensive buildings, unless the auditor can substantiate that
such an analysis is not necessary, the audit is to evaluate "complex"
conservation measures, including sophisticated automatic control systems,
furnace and boiler efficiency improvements, heat recovery devices, HVAC
system modifications, lighting system improvements, and solar water heaters or
water heating heat pumps.
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Commission Order No. 94-590 in Docket UM 551 specifies the following:
•

The total resource cost test (TRC) must be used to determine if energy efficiency
measures and programs are cost effective.2

•

In cost effectiveness calculations a minimum value of ten percent should be used
to account for risk and uncertainty.3
·

•

A utility should calculate cost savings and other non-energy benefits if they are
significant and there is a reasonable and practical way for calculating them.4

•

Utilities should set demand-side acquisition targets to minimize total resource
costs.5

•

If a utility considers rate impacts in setting its demand-side targets, it should
justify the decision in its least-cost plan (now called Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP)).6

•

Utilities should offer incentives to end users sufficient to meet or exceed
acknowledged least cost plan conservation targets.7

•

Measures that are not cost effective could be included in utility programs if it is
demonstrated that:8
A. The measure produces significant non-quantifiable non energy benefits. In
this case, the incentive payment should be set at no greater than the cost
effective limit (defined as present value of avoided costs plus 10 percent) less
the perceived value of bill savings, e.g. two years of bill savings
B. Inclusion of the measure will increase market acceptance and is expected to
lead to reduced cost of the measure
C. The measure is included for consistency with other DSM programs in the
region

2
3

4

UM 551 Order 9 4 - 590, response to item 1 1 and 12 on page 14

Ibid

UM 551 Order 94-590, response to item 11 and 12 on page 15

5 Ibid
6

Ibid

7 Ibid
'UM 551 Order 94-590, response to item 13 on page 18
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D. Inclusion of the measure helps to increase participation in a cost effective
program
E. The package of measures cannot be changed frequently and the measure will
be cost effective during the period the program is offered
F. The measure or package of measures is included in a pilot or research
project intended to be offered to a limited number of customers
G. The measure is required by law or is consistent with Commission policy
and/or direction
•

The conditions above apply both to measures and programs with the exception
of Item D. 9

•

The utility or another party (i.e. Energy Trust) should show that one or more of
these factors offsets the likely costs associated with applying measures that are
not cost-effective. 10

•

The present value of measurement and evaluation costs should be levelized over
the expected program life for TRC calculations. 11

•

Utilities lost revenue should not be included in the calculation of the TRC,
because they represent transfer payments from consumers.12

•

Demand-side resources can provide the utility with increased reliability before
new resources are brought on line. The value of demand side resources is
reasonably represented by the price of sold or purchased wholesale firm
energy/commodity capacity.13

The Grant Agreement between the Energy Trust and the PUC entered into in
December 2005, in Guidelines, subsection e., on page 1 4 states:
Individual consetvation programs will be designed to be cost-effective and will be
independently evaluated on a regular basis.

This guideline should not, however,

restrict investment in pilot projects, educational programs, demonstrations, or
similar endeavors.

9

Ibid

10
Ibid
11

UM 551 Order No 94-590, response to Item 14 on page 19
UM 551 Order No 94-590, response to Item 15 on page 20
1
3 UM 551 Order No 94 -590, response to Item 4 on page 6
12
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Regarding administrative costs, the Grant Agreement in Guideline I states:
The costs of operating the Energy Trust will be reasonable and support efforts
toward cost effectiveness. Costs of operating the Energy Trust will balance the
lowest possible administrative costs with overall organizational effectiveness ...
Energy Trust will allocate administrative costs in a manner to avoid cross

subsidies between programs that are supported by the Funds and programs that
are not.

Analysis:
Docket History

In its July 1, 2014, report, Energy Trust summarized steps it took to make gas programs
as cost effective as possible. Energy Trust also provided an analysis of the estimated
BCRs for all its remaining gas programs and measures where BCRs are close to or less
than 1.0 and the corresponding projected achievable savings for each gas measure and
program. Energy Trust also identified programs and measures it proposes to continue
and those to discontinue, based on specific exception criteria defined in UM 551,
Order No. 94-590.
In addition to those items required by the Commission in Order No. 13-256, Energy
Trust also provided ideas for improving and streamlining the approval process for future
exceptions and proposed that the hedge or risk mitigation value of energy efficiency be
considered for gas measures as it currently is for electric measures.
Pursuant to Commission direction, Energy Trust took several actions, starting in 2012
and continuing through the present, to improve cost effectiveness of gas programs.
These actions include:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Removed the Performance Tested Comfort Systems duct sealing initiatives from
existing homes (2013).
Continued a prescriptive duct sealing pilot (2012-2013), which was then
cancelled based on results to date (2014).
Reworked eligibility criteria for residential ceiling/attic and floor insulation (2013).
Eliminated incentives for custom commercial gas measures that have a TRC of
less than 0.7 under new avoided costs (2013).
Removed rooftop heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) unit tune ups
(2014).
Eliminated a prescriptive duct sealing pilot for Existing Homes (2014).
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•

Eliminated custom gas measures with TRC BCRs of less than 0.7 (2013).

When approving some program exceptions with Order No. 14-332, in docket UM 1622
the Commission stated an openness to considering the idea of an incentive cap
proposal, especially for moderate income and multifamily customers that included;
(a) meaningful reduction in incentives; (b) strong protocols to minimize free riders, and
(c) a design that favors lowest cost, highest saving measures. 14
Energy Trust's Proposal
On February 19, 2015, the Energy Trust, on behalf of interested stakeholders, filed two
proposals meant to meet the Commission's incentive cap criteria. Energy Trust named
these proposals Incentive Concept 1 and Incentive Concept 2.
Both proposals were developed through a stakeholder process led originally by Clean
Energy Works and Energy Trust. The stakeholders met several times between
November 2014 and January 2015. A draft concept of the two proposals was shared
with Commission Staff and a broader group of stakeholders during a Commission led
stakeholder discussion on January 14, 2015.
The incentive cap proposals target both the type of residential customer noted in
Order No. 14-332 as well as attempting to address the design principles of: (1) targeted
toward moderate income and multi-family customers, (2) meaningful reduction in
incentives, (3) strong protocols to minimize free riders, and (4) a design that favors
lowest cost, highest saving measures. Moderate income, multi-family, and rental
properties customer segments are less likely to have disposable income to be able to
invest in energy efficiency projects yet would benefit significantly from resulting energy
bill savings. Considered hard to reach, these customers present a low risk of free
ridership to ratepayer programs and therefore also meet one of the listed design
elements.
Wall and floor insulation measures, when combined with ceiling insulation can
significantly improve the comfort of the home and do provide additional energy savings.
Although these measures are no longer cost effective, from a total resource cost
perspective, if a customer in this target market wishes to invest in additional energy
savings measures but is unable to fully cover the cost, this program could make the
difference. Without an incentive, the likelihood of these measures being installed and
providing long term savings (45 years) is low for these market segments.

14

Order No. 14-332 at 1.
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In summary, the proposal offers targeted assistance to a segment of ratepayers for
which the offer is a meaningful driver to acquire long term energy savings. The
relatively small scale of the market limits the total investment. The incentive cap
concepts provide approaches to maintain support for floor and wall insulation. Incentive
Cap Concept 1 would continue these incentives for renters and moderate income
households. Incentive Cap Concept 2 would offer incentives to all housing types, not
just renters and multifamily, when wall and/or floor measures are installed in
combination with ceiling insulation.
Incentive Cap Concept 1

Incentive Cap Concept 1 is meant to align with existing program pathways to maintain
floor and wall insulation incentives for income qualified customers and rental properties.
Through this Incentive Cap Concept moderate income customers, single/multifamily (14 units) rental properties, and participants in the MPower program for larger public
assisted multifamily units will be able to access incentives for additional weatherization
measures.
Under this incentive cap proposal, floor and/or wall insulation incentives would be
offered to qualified customer groups when ceiling insulation is installed or when the
existing ceiling insulation level meets a defined threshold. Concept 1 offers two options;
1) reduce existing incentive levels by 30 percent or 2) continu� existing incentive levels
for wall and floor insulation.
Incentive Cap Concept 2

The stakeholder's proposal for Incentive Cap Concept 2 envisions reaching a broader
set of customers than under Incentive Cap Concept 1. Under Incentive Cap Concept 2,
when a customer installs ceiling insulation, they would be eligible for an incentive if they
also install floor and/or wall insulation. The incentive for wall and floor insulation would
be $150 per measure. Customers with ceiling insulation of R-13 or less will continue to
receive the current incentive of $.025/sf for added ceiling insulation. Further
modification includes limiting ceiling incentive eligibility to customers who have an
existing ceiling insulation condition of less than R-19 but more than R-13.15 These
customers would receive a $100 incentive.
Additionally, Energy Trust's filing notes that Incentive Cap Concept 1 and Incentive Cap
Concept 2 may be implemented independently or in parallel.
15 Insulation materials have tiny pockets of trapped air. These pockets resist the transfer of heat
through material. The ability of insulation to slow the transfer of heat is measured in R-values. The
higher the R-value, the better the insulation material's ability to resist the flow of heat through it.
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Energy Trust's incentive Cap Proposals
Incentive Cap Concept 1
Option 1

Incentive Cap
Concept 1 Option 2

Incentive Cap
Concept 2

Avg. Incentive - $560

$0.50/sf
Avg. Incentive - $560

Floor Insulation

$0.30/sf
Avg. Incentive- $367

$0.40/sf
Avg. Incentive - $503

,$100 (Ceiling insulation
level must be between
R-13 and R-18) Or If
Ceiling is currently
R-12 or less $0.25/sf
$150

Wall Insulation

$0.40/sf
AvQ. Incentive -$367

$0.50/sf
AvQ. Incentive $459

$150

Reduction in
annual expenditure
for floor and wall
insulation

30%

N/A

55%

Ceiling insulation
requirement

R-18 or less to be eligible
for ceiling, floor and wall
incentive. If
R-19 or greater only ftoor
and wall insulation
incentive offered

R-18 or less to be
eligible for ceiling, ftoor
and wall incentive. If
R-19 or greater only
floor and wall insulation
incentive offered

R-18 or less to receive
any incentive for ceiling
insulation. If R-19 or
greater, not eligible for
floor and/ or wall
incentives.

Average project
savings (therms)

66.8 -Ceiling
47.7-Wall
52.8 -Floor

66. 8 -Ceiling
47.7-Wall
52.8 - Floor

52.8 -- Ceiling
53.7-Wall
48.5 - Floor

Average Project
Costs

$1,169-Ceiling
$1,390-Wall
$1,822 -Floor

$1,169-Ceiling
$1,390-Wall
$1,822 -- Floor

$1,374 -- Ceiling
$1,717 -Wall
$1 ,664 - Floor

Customer Type
Incentive Offered
Ceiling

Moderate Income and
Renters
$0.40/sf

Moderate Income and
Renters

All other customers

l
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Staff Recommendations
Based on Energy Trust's proposal and written, and oral comments received during
stakeholders meetings, Staff makes the following recommendations to the Commission:
1. Adopt Energy Trust's Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 proposal as modified by
Staff for all of Energy Trust's service territory.
2. Adopt Energy Trust's Incentive Cap Concept 2 proposal with an additional
requirement to further address free rider concerns. The additional provision is
that program participants with single family homes who do not qualify as
moderate income or renters must undertake ceiling insulation measures to
qualify for floor and wall insulation. If the current ceiling insulation for this group
of customers is greater than R-18, then these customers will not be eligible for
floor or wall insulation incentives.
3. Energy Trust should report back to Staff if the utility cost test for the measures
covered by the proposed Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap
Concept 2 is in danger of falling below or has fallen below 1 . 0 due to adoption of
these recommended concepts.
·

4 . Grant a two month extension of the current programs to allow Energy Trust time
to institute the necessary program changes to comply with this recommendation.
Rationale for Staff Recommendation
Addressing Commission Direction in Order No. 14-332

The Commission in Order No. 1 4-332 noted its openness to considering an incentive
cap proposal with special consideration for moderate income and multifamily customers
that includes; (a) meaningful reduction in incentives; (b) strong protocols to minimize
free riders; and (c) a design that favors lowest cost, highest savings measures. Staff
finds that only the combination of submitted Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and
Incentive Cap Concept 2 proposed by Energy Trust addresses all parts of the
Commission's statement. The construction of the Commission language in
Order No. 14-332 leads Staff to believe that the Commission was open to not only an
incentive cap proposal for moderate income customers but all customer segments
taking service from these programs as long as the proposal includes the three elements
described above.
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Addressing Criteria A & B

-

Reduction in Incentives and Minimizing Free Riders

Within Incentive Cap Concept 1 Energy Trust is proposing two incentive options for the
Commission to consider, continuation of current incentive levels (Option 2) or a lowering
of incentive levels by 30 percent (Option 1). Staff contends that lowering an incentive
within this market is not a proper action to address free rider concerns and would only
exacerbate the economic challenge of energy efficiency investment for this group of
customers. Arguably the Commission could approve Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 1
as this proposal has meaningful reductions in incentives, thereby reducing overall costs.
However, by lowering the incentives to this market segment the Commission would not
be addressing free riders, as those that could otherwise afford to undertake the energy
savings measure would still have an incentive available. Yet for those within this market
segment that truly need the incentive to lower the upfront cost of installing the measure,
lowering the incentive would make program participation more difficult. However, if the
Commission were to approve only Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 free ridership
would not be as directly addressed if the Commission were to also approve Incentive
Cap Concept 2. Because Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 is not a cap on incentive
levels, nor a meaningful reduction in incentives, for Energy Trust's proposal to meet the
Commission criteria Incentive Cap Concept 2 would also need to be approved.
With approval of both Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2
the Commission can assure continuation of insulation measure program offerings to
moderate income customers and renters, and potentially reach more of these
customers while also capturing the cost savings obtained by lowering the incentive as
proposed in Incentive Cap Concept 2. By lowering the incentive for all other customers
installing weatherization measures the proposal outlined in Incentive Cap Concept 2
helps to address free rider concerns and therefore must arguably be taken as a whole
inclusive of Incentive Cap Concepts 1 Option 2. By lowering the incentive to the market
segment with most free riders, the Commission is lowering the overall cost of free
ridership to ratepayers while increasing the overall value received, saving acquired, for
the incentive given.
To further assure free rider concerns are addressed by approval of both Incentive Cap
Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2 Staff recommends adding the
following requirements. First, for Incentive Cap Concept 2, program participants who do
not qualify as moderate income, renters or multifamily, may not receive a floor or wall
insulation incentive unless they have undertaken ceiling insulation measures. Second,
Energy Trust should report back to Staff if the utility cost test for the measures covered
by the proposed incentive cap concepts is in danger of falling below or has fallen below
1.0.
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Addressing Criteria C - Lowest Cost, Highest Saving Measures

Both Incentive Cap Concept 1 and Incentive Cap Concept 2 base eligibility for
incentives on a newly adjusted threshold level of current home insulation.
The criterion to design a proposal "that favors highest savings lowest cost measures" is
addressed, in part, as the proposal requires participants to first install ceiling insulation.
To be eligible for incentives, existing ceiling insulation levels must meet either an
R-factor threshold level or be within an existing R-factor bandwidth. Under Incentive
Cap Concept 1 moderate income customers whose existing ceiling insulation is R-18 or
less would be eligible for ceiling, wall, and floor insulation. However, if these customers
current ceiling insulation was R-19 or greater, Energy Trust would only offer incentives
for floor and wall insulation. Energy Trust's Incentive Cap Concept 1 is attempting to
reach a broader potential market than is currently capable under current program
design. Currently, if a customer has greater than R-13 insulation values they are not
eligible for ceiling insulation incentives. Under the new Incentive Cap Concept 1 more
moderate income households would be eligible for ceiling insulation incentives.
Similarly under Incentive Cap Concept 2, customers whose current ceiling insulation
levels are between R-13 and R-18 would be eligible to receive a $ 100 ceiling insulation
incentive, while those with less than R-13 insulation would be eligible for the current
incentive rate of $0.25/SF. The use of a threshold level of ceiling insulation as a
criterion for qualification of incentives allows Energy Trust to target savings measures
that represent the greatest possible savings per incentive dollar spent. Incentive Cap
Concept 2, in part, attempts to address a service gap created in 2013 when measures
were discontinued for customers whose ceiling insulation was greater than R-13.
Currently, to qualify for Energy Trust ceiling insulation incentive one's current ceiling
insulation must be R-13 or lower. Under Energy Trust's Incentive Cap Concept 2
customers with existing ceiling insulation of R-13 through R-18 would be eligible for a
$100 ceiling insulation incentive if they also install floor or wall insulation. This segment
of the market served under Incentive Cap Concept 2 would receive a fixed floor and wall
insulation incentive ($150 per measure) once their ceiling insulation levels reached the
appropriate threshold. The proposed incentive structure allows Energy Trust and trade
allies to reach more customers than is currently allowed, at a lower overall cost to
ratepayers prior to the 2013 program adjustment. While the incentive seems modest,
Energy Trust and the stakeholders believe that it represents enough of an endorsement
to incent action by the customer.
Short Term Market Pressure and Long Term Savings

Building insulation measures have very long measure lives. In the present case the
measures considered here are expected to provide savings to homeowners and
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ratepayers for nearly 45 years. Most experts believe natural gas costs are at an
unprecedented low in large part due to the domestic supplies, this phenomenon is not
expected to remain flat and stable over a long period.
Reason for Removing Staff Memorandum from the Commission Public Meeting
on April 14, 2015 and Moving it to the Commission Public Meeting on April 28,
2015

Staff was informed after publication of the original April 14, 201 5, Public Meeting
Memorandum that two of the postulates supporting Staff's analysis and
recommendation had changed potentially affecting the analysis and the
recommendation originally reached by Staff.
First, Energy Trust noted a flaw in their original filing which if known at the time Staff
conducted their initial analysis could or may have affected Staff's ultimate
recommendation. Energy Trust realized incentive numbers for Incentive Cap
Proposal 1, Option 1 and Option 2 were-incorrect. The correction, an increase of the
stated incentive, does affect overall program costs but does not affect the underlying
logic used by Staff to justify our recommendation. The program cost increases are
addressed through Staffs recommendation that Energy Trust report to Staff when a
measure is in danger of falling below or has fallen below a Utility Cost Test ratio of 1.0.
A corrected version of the filing is attached as Appendix D.
Second, subsequent to the Commission's decision in Northwest Natural Gas Company
(NWN)'s IRP filing, Docket LC 60, NWN conducted a re-analysis of the demand served
by its Salem feeder. As a result of their revised analysis NWN is no longer
recommending additional action to reduce demand in areas served by its Salem feeder.
This revelation does change Staff's recommendation as written in the original April 1 4,
2015, Public Meeting Memorandum. Staff, therefore, no longer recommends a
programmatic carve out for NWN's Salem service territory. A copy of NWN's letter to
the Energy Trust noting the change in forecasted demand is attached as Appendix C
Summary of Staff Recommendation

Staff contends that only approval of Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive
Cap Concept 2 meets all the four criteria outlined by the Commission in
Order No. 14-332. As a stand-alone proposal Incentive Cap Concept 1 does not
address the four criteria set by the Commission in Order No. 14-332. Incentive Cap
Concept 2 does not respond to the Commission's interest in crafting an incentive cap
that includes moderate income customers and minimizes free riders. However, taken
together the two proposals address the criteria set by the Commission, increase
program utility cost test numbers, and create a path for continuation of insulation
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measures during a short term market period where the cost effectiveness of energy
efficiency measures is being challenged by historically lower natural gas prices.
To further assure free rider concerns are addressed by approval of both Incentive Cap
Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2, Staff recommends adding the
following requirements. First, for the proposed Incentive Cap Concept 2, program
participants who do not qualify as moderate income, renters or multifamily, may not
receive a floor and wall insulation incentive unless they have undertaken ceiling
insulation measure. If the current ceiling insulation for this group of customers is greater
than R-18, then these customers will not be eligible for floor or wall insulation incentives.
Second, for all measures covered by the proposed Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2
and Incentive Cap Concept 2, Energy Trust should report back to Staff if the utility cost
test for the measures is in danger of falling below or has fallen below 1 .0 due to
adoption of these recommended concepts. Therefore, Staff recommends approval of
Energy Trust's proposed Incentive Cap 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2.
Finally, in order to allow Energy Trust sufficient time to set up the necessary program
changes to implement Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2,
Staff recommends that the Commission grant Energy Trust an extension of the current
exceptions for measures covered by the proposals.

PROPOSED COMMISSION MOTION:

1. Grant cost effectiveness exceptions to those measures outlined in Energy Trust's
proposed Incentive Cap Concept 1 Option 2 and Incentive Cap Concept 2 as
modified by Staff for all of Energy Trust's service territory.
2. Adopt Staff's recommendations outlined in th is report.

UM 1622 - Ene!9Y Trust cost effectiveness exceptions
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Appendix A - Staff's recommendations regarding items where Energy Trust is proposing cost effectiveness exceptions
underUM551

I

I

Measure

TRCBCR

Sin gle family re siden tial ce ilin g in sulation

0.5-0.7

Sin gle family wall in sulation

0.2 - o.3

Sin gle family floor in sulation

0.2 -0.3

Sin gle family duc t in sulation

0.2

Air se alin g as adde d re quire men t for ce il in g
in sulation

N/A

1
I
1
I

UCT
BCR
2.2
1.5
1.2

Energy
- . Trust recommendation

·-

Non -ene rgy bene fits e xist, ne w
on line paybac k e stimator may le ad to
re duce d me asure c ost. Propose d as
part of c ore program

1

N/A

Staff recommendation-

UM 551 Crite ria F -Pilot
Exce ption C - M ajority of

Exce ption - UM 551 Crite ria A

I

I
I

.

No e xce ption
No e xce ption
No e xce ption

Exce ption - UM 551 Crite ria F

man ufac ture d home s are e lec tric
whic h are CE - kee p gas for
M an ufac ture d home air se alin g

0.5

0.5

c on siste n c y

Exception - UM 551 Crite ria C

Exce ption C - M ajority of
man ufac ture d home s are e lec tric
whic h are CE - kee p gas for

I

I

M an ufac ture d home duct se alin g
0.67 & 0.70 EF W ate r He ate rs

0.4
0.6

Solar wate r he atin g

0.12

0.4

I
I

c on sistenc y
Crite ria B - Enc ourage marke t

1

adoption an d re duce c ost

1

Crite ria A- Non -ene rgy bene fits

I

I

Exce ption - UM 551 Crite ria C
Exce ption - UM 551 Crite ria B
No e xce ption

�

Exception - UM 551 Crite ria C

Crite ria C - most spas are e le c tric
whic h are c ost e ffec tive ; main tain for
0.5

Spa c ove rs

I

Ne w Home sBuilde r O ption P ac kage with 0.67
wate r he ate r

.

0.6

I

1.6

c on siste n c y'

1.1

Crite ria B an d C

I

Exception - UM 551 Crite ria Ban d C

)>

"'
"'
ro
:::i
Q.

x·
)>

�
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I
I

11

IJ
·-1

if·
•'<'

'.i'-:·,
\j

Retain - whereTRC I UCT > 1 or entertain

0.7 "
Select Customer Commercial Projects

0.94

>l

Site Specific exceptions

specific exception request
Approve based on NEBs and consistency

Multifamily ceiling insulation

0.4

1. 2

Multifamily wall insulation

0.4

1.3

Multifamily floor insulation

0.3

1.1

Multifamily duct insulation

0.3

1

Non-energy benefits exist. Proposed
as part of core program

with single family
No exception
No exception
No exception

I
I
II

CriteriaA - Significant non-energy
.

Multifamily windows

I

benefits; surveys show minimal free
0.2

1.3

ridership

0.2

>1

in a cost effective program

Commercial vent hoods w/ VSDs (2 and2.5
HP)

·

I

Criteria D - will increase participation
No exception

ETD moving to a tailored approach
New commercial buildings condensing tank
water heater

I

No exception

0.4

1.8

New commercial buildings condensing unit
heater for non-multifamily

0.5

>1

0.6" 0.8

1 -4.5

New commercial buildings market solutions
packages

and will only do those that are cost

Support removing lowest savings buildings

effective. Request an exception for

from offering. Support UM551 Criteria B

schools under criteria B

for schools

Rework and only keep where Cost

Support reworking and keeping only where

Effective

cost effective

Multiple UM 551 criteria -A ,B, D,

Support exceptions based on UM551

and E

Criteria A, B, D, and E

I

-6'
"Cl
(D
:::l
0.
x·
:t>
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816
Appendix
Incentive Cap Concepts Proposed by Energy Trust of Oregon

The following Incentive Cap Concepts provide approaches to maintain support for floor
and wall insulation. Concept would continue these incentives for renters and moderate
income households. Concept two would offer the incentives to all housing types, not just
renters and multifamily, when wall and floor measures are installed in combination with
ceiling insulation. Each concept could be implemented independently or in parallel.
Incentive Cap Concept 1: Weatherization for Moderate Income Customers, Low
Income Multifamily, and Rental
In brief:, Through the Incentive Cap Concept 1 , moderate income customers,

single/multifamily (1-4 units) rental properties and participants in the MPower program
for larger public assisted multifamily units will be able to access incentives for additional
weatherization measures.
Description:

The Incentive Cap Concept 1 would be aligned with existing program
pathways to maintain floor and wall insulation incentives for income qualified customers
and rental properties, through:
•
MPOWER-subject to a combination of income and property ownership criteria
•
Savings Within Reach-subject to income criteria
•
Rental Property projects-owners of rental properties

Under this proposal, floor and/or wall insulation incentives will be offered to qualified
customer groups when ceiling insulation is installed or when the existing ceiling
insulation level meets a defined threshold (i.e., existing condition is R-19 or greater).
•
Example 1: a moderate income homeowner or rental property owner who has an
existing-condition of R-18 or less in the ceiling would qualify for ceiling insulation
incentives, as well as floor and wall insulation incentives.
•
Example 2: if the moderate income home already has R-19 or greater insulation
levels, Energy Trust would not offer an incentive for ceiling insulation, but will
offer the incentive for floor and wall.
Currently, ceiling insulation incentives are not available for homes that
o
already have R-13 or greater insulation levels. This proposal adjusts the
qualification criteria to R-19 so that homes can select the potentially more
impactful ceiling insulation along with wall and floor.

16

The following is the proposal as filed by Energy Trust of Oregon on February 19, 2015
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Add incentive through Incentive Cap for floor/wall insulation
•
Option 1-current incentive reduced by 30% 17
•
Option 2-incentive level maintained

Table 1- Proposed Incentives Cap Concept 1 for Moderate Income, Multifamily, and MPower
Incentive Cap Option
2014 Incentive
Measure
2015 Incentive Cap Option 1* 2015
2
Ceiling
$0.50/sf
$0.40/sf
$0.50/sf
Insulation
$0.30/sf
$0.40/sf
I Floor insulation $0.40/sf
I
$0.40/sf
$0.50/sf
I Wall insulation $0.50/sf
I
*Note: Adjustment under option 1 is not precisely 30% but rounded consistent with existing
practices for clarity.

I

I

Incentive Cap Concept 2: For weatherization markets not eligible for option 1-

floor and wall insulation efigible, when installed in conjunction with ceiling
insulation

In brief: As of January 1, 2015 there is a $100 incentive available when a customer
installs two or more non-instant saving$ measures18. Through the Incentive Cap
Concept 2, the incentive would be modified solely for weatherization projects to create a
capped incentive for wall and floor insulation, as well as expanding ceiling insulation
qualification criteria.
Description: Through the Incentive Cap Concept 2, when a customer installs ceiling
insulation, they would be eligible for an incentive if they also install floor or wall
insulation, with the wall/floor incentive of $150 per measure. Additionally, a customer
who has an existing ceiling insulation condition of less than R-18 but more than R-13 (a
qualification which currently does not receive an incentive, but did prior to 2013) would
be eligible for a ceiling insulation incentive of $100. Inclusion of these incentives will
help achieve long-measure life savings and aligns with historical customer purchase
patterns (see Table 2) where about 50 percent of ceiling insulation projects also
included floor insulation, 43 percent included wall insulation and 19-24 percent included
duct insulation with Energy Trust incentives. Customers with ceiling insulation of R-13
17 30% was selected to address OPUC's directive to reduce incentives. This level is intended to start the
discussion. I t increases difficulty for limited income households and landlords with split incentives to
invest. Financing may moderate this barrier but not eliminate it. A level should be selected that
balances the desire to serve limited income households with the desire to reduce expenditures on these
measures.
18 Instant savings measures are efficient shower heads, aerators, and lights.
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or less will continue to receive the current incentive of $.25/sf for added ceiling
insulation.
The capped incentive level for wall and floor insulation will be a significant reduction in
average incentives paid for floor and wall insulation measures (see Table 3). In
aggregate, this concept supports a reduction of approximately 55% of annual incentive
expenditures for wall and floor insulation.
The multiple upgrade incentive cap can be available to any single-family or multi-family
property (up to 4 units), regardless of income or property ownership. If the OPUC elects
to support both Concepts 1 and 2, customers eligible for Concept 1 will likely take it due
to higher incentives.
Table 2: Frequency of Floor or Wall Insulation installed within same year as attic
insulation
2013 Count
%
2014 Count
I Measure
% 1
I Ceilinq Insulation
1.583
100%
100% I
890
841
53°/o
443
I Floor Insulation
50% I
685
43°/o
383
I Wall Insulation
43% I

I Duct Insulation

377

24°/o

173

1s%

I

Table 3: Average Floor or Wall Insulation Incentive compared to Incentive Cap Concept 2
2015 Weatherization
Average Energy Trust Incentive
Incentive Cap
{when installing attic insulation as well)
(recommended)
2014
2013
I Measure
$288
N/A
I Ceiling Insulation (Rl3-18)
$307
$290
I Floor insulation
I Wall insulation
$231
$226

2015 J
s100 I
s150 I
s150 I

Concept 1 Criteria Analysis:

Criteria 1 : " . . . idea of an incentive cap proposal - especially for moderate income and
"
. famuv
l customers . . .
muItrPros I Strengths:
•

•

Minimal impact to program
delivery cost by leveraging
existing program pathways
Expands weatherization
opportunity for moderate income
customers and multi-family
customers/rental properties

Cons I Weaknesses I Considerations:
•

Other weatherization:
0 Consideration of adding measures
for qualified customers that bridge
between what CAP agencies offer
•
Storm windows
•
Weather-stripping
•
Air sealing
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•

•

•

Because of long paybacks,
measures will have limited
financial energy savings benefits
to limited income customers.
However, owners will enjoy
increased comfort and enhanced
capital assets in their home.
Ownership of viable capital assets
can be important to helping
families. leverage their way to a
better life.
Lessees may enjoy increased
comfort and lower energy costs
through landlord investments.
Some rental properties may have
a lower TRC due to leverage of
state tax credits.

•

•

•
Prescriptive duct sealing
Income criteria
Consider increasing the maximum
o
income for Savings Within Reach
eligibility
Landlords may increase rents if units are
significantly upgraded, although it's
possible increases could be offset by
lower utility costs.

Criteria 2: Meaningful reduction in incentives [relative to pre-UM16221
• Only modest potential reduction in TRC
•
Recommends significant reduction in
but maintains weatherization incentives
incentives and prioritization of ceiling
insulation as most cost-effective
in an underserved market
• Those with lower incomes will likely
measure
•
Reduced incentives may encourage
need heftier incentives, not reduced, in
contractors to offer leanest-possible
order to act.
prices to secure jobs.

Criteria 3: Strong protocols to minimize free riders
•
•
Income criteria, property ownership
type, and incentive eligibility criteria
minimize market rate customer free
ridership.

There aren't typically free riders in
this market sector. Reducing the
incentive further may adversely
impact savings associated with this
demographic. Option 2 would have
the least impact on historical
participation rates

Criteria 4: A design that favors lowest cost, highest savings measures
• ET will consider whether to require
•
Ceiling insulation is the most costeffective/highest savings insulation
installation of instant savings measures
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measure. This design ensures that
measure is prioritized prior to floor or
wall insulation.

(shower heads, aerators, lights) when
floor/wall insulation are installed to
increase low/no cost savings within
project

Concept 2 Criteria Analysis:

I

Criteria 1: " ... idea of an incentive cap proposal - especially for moderate income and
multi-family customers . . .
"

Pros I Strengths:
•

•

Broadens the cap concept to more
customers than concept one and
maintains criteria to treat homes with
savings potentia I.
Acquires energy savings at a lower
UCT.

Cons I Weaknesses I Considerations:
•

This concept is available to all
customers with qu alifying projects.
Moderate income and multifamily may
choose between this incentive cap offer
and one explicitly designed for that
market segment.

•

Criteria 2: M eaningful reduction in incentives [relative to pre-UM 1622]
•
• Consideration needs to be included to
Recommended incentive level is
significantly reduced from historical
require a minimum square footage of
average incentive levels.
area treated.
Criteria 3: Strong protocols to minimize free riders
•
•
Based on historical data, customers
install floor/wall insulation about 50% of
the time when attic is installed.
Assumption that without incentives for
floor/wall, this correlation would decline
significantly.
•
Reported free rider rates are lower for
multiple measure projects, further
evidence supporting the idea that this
approach may have fewer free riders
than the proqram as a whole.
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Criteria 4: A desian that favors lowest cost, hiahest savinas measures
• ET will consider whether to require
•
Ceiling insulation is the most costeffective/highest savings insulation
installation of instant savings measures
measure. This design e nsures that ·
(shower heads, aerators, lights) when
measure is prioritized prior to floor
floor/wall insulation are installed to
or wall insulation.
increase low/no cost savings within
oroiect.
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Appendix C
Memorandum from Northwest Natural Explaining Recent Analysis on Salem
Feeder Project
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M E M O R A N D U M

D ate:

A pr il 21, 2015

To:

F re d G or don

[4

From :

Dave Lenar , Ta my L inve r

subject:

An aly si s of Peak De man d in Sale m

"'

N W N atu • a l

NW'"' AVENUE

I ::::.'.:'.'.�.

PORTLAND. OR 9120j

�

F ollowin gt he Public Uti lit y Commission of O re gon' s (O PUC) re quir ement in O r der N o. 15-0 64 t of urther
evalu ate t he Sout h Sale m Feeder project , NW N atural i s in the e arly st age s of revie win g its load an d
c ust ome r forecast met hodology. Pre li min ar y re sult s of pe ak day de man d sugge st it is un li ke ly t he South
Sale m Fee der will be nee de d in t he t ime frame re flecte d in the 2014 IRP. An alysis of t he load an d
cu st ome r forec ast s willc ont in ue over t he next seve ral mont hs. Once NW N aturalfin alize s it s an alysi s,
t he Compan y plan s t o brin g it s update d meth odologie s for revie wby st akeh olde r s t hr ough t he 2016 IRP
Tec hn ic al W ork G r ou p pr oce ss be ginn in g later th is ye ar.
In light of NW N atu ral' s pre li min ary re sult s , t he Compan y would be su ppor tive of putt in g ate mpor ar y
hol d on Ener gy Tr ust c ont inu in g t o offer th ose me asure s which we re n ot gr ante d exce pti on st othe
O re gon Public Ut ilit y Commission' s c ost effect ivenessgui de li ne s for ce rt ain gas ener gyefficiency
me asure s as ref lecte d in O rde r N o. 14-332 an d incurr in g inc re mental expen se s u n ique to Sale m unti l
suc h ti me as we c omplete our an alysis an d h ave it appropriate ly rev ie we d.
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